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1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the space race in the 50s, humankind has put an enor-
mous amount of objects into orbit. We estimate that more than 3000 satellites are
currently around the earth [12], while around 400 new ones are sent each year [13].
Furthermore, there are a few hundred of thousands of debris of different kinds below
10 centimeters, plus around 7000 cataloged non-active satellites and other larger de-
bris are in orbit around the earth [14], creating a massive space traffic. Collision risk
is one of the biggest issues when it comes to space traffic, as a collision between two
objects would create even more debris, raising the chance to have future collisions
and thus inducing a vicious circle which would pollute space even more. Hence it is
today really important to keep track of objects in orbit around our planet and to
predict when collisions may happen, to be able to prevent them.

This project is done in collaboration with the Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
EPFL Team, founded in july 2020 by students from the EPFL. Its objective is to
set up a catalog of important information on each detectable object in Earth orbit,
in order to predict, and thus avoid dramatic collisions [8].

Thus, the project aims at designing an efficient method to optimize long-term
computations of collision probabilities for every object in low earth orbit (LEO), this
means all satellites, active or not, and debris that are less than 2000 km above sea
level. We only check for LEO because more than 75% of the satellites and almost
all debris are in this type of orbit [12]. To be able to compute this collision risk, it
is necessary to build a database to store space objects’ information, such as position
through time for instance. Thus, the construction of such a database will be the
main focus of this project.

At the present day there are already many public and regularly updated databases
of orbiting objects, but hardly any collision avoidance ones, which show data such
as the collision risk between two given satellites or their miss distance. The most
known resource for collision risk is LeoLabs [9], available publicly for companies and
individuals that would need this kind of information. On the other hand NASA and
ESA use their own private databases and methods. However, it is still important
to build a new database from scratch, so that it can be managed internally and
updated according to the needs of the SSA Team, EPFL, or any external partner.

This project is divided in two parts. The first part will focus on building a
database which efficiently supports insertion of newly detected objects and the load
of information about each space objects in LEO, by doing trajectory simulations of
these objects through time. Multiple database structures will be explored, by looking
at different ways to compute and optimise a Nearest Neighbour (NN) search. Then
the goal of the second part is to explore (but not implement) multiple methods for
the computation of collision probabilities of each satellite and debris, to see their pros
and cons in the case of space orbits. In this manner, we can achieve the objective of
having a regularly updated database containing all the objects detected in LEO and
that can also provide an effective basis for calculating the risk of collision between
every space object.
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2 Space objects database construction

A detailed description of the methods used to construct an efficient and complete
database for space objects in LEO is offered in this section. It is separated in three
parts, firstly how to identify objects in LEO, then how we can simulate trajectories
around the earth and finally, by putting the first two parts together: what is the
complete structure of the database.

We need to build a database that can support complex computations on a large
number of objects, store and reference multiple types of information about spatial
objects for regular and long-term use. In this part we will explore and understand
how to build a database that meets those conditions and what type of information it
must store. The database will have to track, simulate objects and compute collision
risks for each catalogued object, therefore it must contain at least these elements :

• TLE informations, one of the data format to store space objects details such
as its orbit parameters, see section 2.1.

• An array of simulated positions through time, meaning that there would be
one position vector per time step, computed by making a simulation of said
object. This vector will have cartesian {x, y, z} coordinates where the origin
{0, 0, 0} is the center of the earth.

• An array of velocity vectors through time, computed the same way as the
position vectors, where the values {x, y, z} from those vectors are the velocities
of the object in the given direction.

• For each object the nearest neighbours at each time step, because each space
object needs to know at any point in time their adjacent satellites or debris,
to be able to determine against which ones collision risk has to be evaluated.

2.1 LEO objects identification with TLE format

To be able to build such a database, we firstly need to know what types of objects
will be present in it. As we only work with space objects orbiting in LEO, we can
build a list of these objects by parsing a list of all detected space objects and choose
only those in LEO. We can find such a list for instance on the public Space-Track
database [11], where they describe objects in different formats such as json, csv or
html, but most importantly the Two-Line Element (TLE) format, that will be used
throughout the project.

A TLE data format for space objects has 3 lines (hence it is also commonly called
Three-Line Element or 3LE) : Its name in the first line (called line 0), and two other
lines containing different details as its launch period and parameters of the ellipse
defining its orbit. Each number or value in the lines 1 and 2 represent a parameter
such as the ballistic coefficient, inclination of the orbit or the argument of perigee.
It also contains indications about the object itself, for instance its launch year or
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the launch number of the year. See Figure 1 for an example. This TLE format is
updated regularly for each detected space object, to prevent estimations and loss of
precision from every detection method. Furthermore, every time a new space object
is detected then its related information is put in a new TLE.

Figure 1: Example of TLE informations

Thus, a lot of information is present in a TLE, but we only need a few for this
project. As we work only with LEO objects, the first thing to do is to discard TLEs
describing objects outside of LEO. Objects in LEO have orbits below 2000 kilometers
above sea level and an orbit that isn’t too eccentric. The term ”eccentricity” is
explained in more details after. To summarize, a TLE of a LEO object must fulfill
the following requirements :

• Motion mean being greater than 11.25. The motion mean is defined as the
number of revolutions around the earth per day. We need this requirement
because LEO is composed of objects orbiting at 2000 kilometers or below,
so objects at this altitude need a minimum speed to stay on their orbit and
not fall back on the earth. If the motion mean of an object would be below
11.25 revolutions per day, they would then have to be higher in altitude, so in
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), ranging from 2000 kilometers to geostationary
orbits (35’786km). This number is found in a TLE as the last number of the
second line, up to the 8th decimal, so 10.84821291 in Figure 1.

• Eccentricity being below 0.25. It is the amount by which an orbit deviates
from a perfect circle, where 0 is a perfect circle, 1 is a parabolic escape orbit
and more than that would be an hyperbolic one. If the eccentricity would be
greater than the requirement of 0.25 it would be classified as an HEO, as in
Highly Elliptical Orbit (not to be confused with High Earth Orbit which is
the orbit of objects higher than geostationary altitude). This is located in a
TLE as the fourth number of the second line, with a decimal point assumed,
so 0.1847930 in Figure 1.

2.2 Orbit simulation

Starting from the information found in a TLE, we can obtain a rough estimation
of the position and velocity of an object at any point in time. This is done using
the information defining its elliptic orbit and the multiple external forces acting on
the object. It is a rough estimate, because the trajectories of these objects are not
perfectly elliptic due to a high number of perturbations, such as the attraction of
the moon and the sun, the imperfect shape of the earth, its radiation or its drag.
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Therefore, a lot of different models were made to take into account these per-
turbations and obtain more accurate trajectories predictions. The most common
models are the five simplified perturbations models. Those five models are called
SGP, SGP4, SGP8, SDP4, and SDP8, where SGP stands for Simplified General
Perturbations and are mostly used for space objects being in LEO. On the other
hand, SDP, or Simplified Deep Space Perturbations, are models used, as its name
indicates, on objects that are higher in altitude, more precisely objects higher than
5900 kilometers. The number after the name of the model is the indication of its
version, where the higher the number, the more recent it is. As an indication, for
instance SGP8 handles a more precise orbital decay of the space objects.

We will use SGP4’s model [1] for this project, as we work only with LEO objects
and because it is highly sufficient in precision, while not being too expensive to
compute. Also, there is a complete and detailed dedicated Python library [10]
which gives us the estimated position of an object at a given time, given their TLE.
This library is used throughout the whole project.

2.3 Database structure

Multiple approaches were examined on what type of database structure to use
to support fast moving objects in a 3D-space. Knowing that we need to com-
pute collision avoidance, we need to often perform Nearest-Neighbor (NN) searches.
Therefore, the first idea was to use R-Trees [2], built to handle very efficiently NN
searches in 2D or 3D, by building encapsulated rectangles over points in space. An
example of an R-Tree in a 2D environment is given in Figure 2. It makes it also
very efficient to search, delete and insert in the database.

Figure 2: Example of an R-Tree in 2D-space

However, satellites and debris are moving at high speeds, up to 8.0km/s. As
standard R-Trees are made for non moving objects, either we would need to rebuild
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a new R-Tree at each time step, which is very costly (O(n · log(n)) with n being
around 20’000, just for the initialization of the database, then again O(n · log(n))
to search the NN for every object), or use a different approach. There are ways
to build an R-Tree differently so that it takes into account movement, for instance
parametric R-Trees [3] or indexing R-Trees [4], but unfortunately in our case the
objects move too fast to be handled efficiently by those models. Indeed, after only
one second of satellite movement in space we would need to rebuild the R-Tree,
because around 20’000 objects moved for 8 kilometers in any direction. So, keeping
track of collisions using R-Trees is overly expensive. Hence a naive approach would
in fact work better in our case, where at each time step every object goes through
every other (O(n2)) to find which is the closest.

Furthermore, we can reduce the number of NN searches we perform per object by
taking into account that we only have to compute collision avoidance for neighbours
that approach the object in question, because otherwise the risk of collision would be
equal to 0 in the next few time steps. An example of such a search is given in Figure
3. Then, we can also greatly reduce the overall number of searches we perform on
the whole simulation by looking at the k nearest neighbor for each object, where k is
a small integer. Indeed it is sufficient to take a small number of approaching nearest
neighbours, because every object will compute them, so corner cases where the next
collision, for a given object, is not in its list of nearest approaching neighbour, are
quickly no longer happening (at around k = 3). For this project we chose k = 1,
because even if corner cases exist, it is computationally less expensive and lighter
in memory space, while corner cases would not happen often in our cases of LEO
objects. Finally, it is only needed to run a new NN search at the time when the
object and the neighbour intersect, i.e. when the norm of the distance between them
gets larger at each next time step.

With all of that together, we can finally build an efficient and complete database
that will contain around 20’000 objects and their corresponding information.

Figure 3: Example of a nearest approaching neighbour search with four different
objects. In this case we will find : A→D because neither B or C are approaching A;
B→D because A is not approaching B and D is the nearest neighbour after A; C will
have no nearest approaching neighbour and finally D→B because it is the nearest
neighbour and is approaching D.
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3 Collision avoidance

This section will be focused on how to compute collision risk (please note that
this an exploration of such methods, not their actual implementation), where we
have to process this risk for every object in LEO, for a high number of time steps.
Firstly, to compute collision probability between different space objects efficiently,
we have to consider the unknowns and variables that we have, as well as the high
number of objects and iterations we are going through.

As stated before, the position of space objects at a given time is an estimation
and thus is not exact. Even the position of an object when it is detected by the
most precise devices is estimated to within 1 to 3 kilometers. The computation
of its new position using SGP4 is also estimated with an error of 1-3km per day.
Therefore when we calculate the probability of collision of two objects, we have an
approximation for the start and end positions, so we need to take into account those
estimations in the probability calculation, instead of a straight-forward approach.

Propositions of such computations are made in some papers (Bérend [5], Morselli
et al. [6], Losacco et al. [7]). Each method brings a trade-off between computation
time and precision of the result. Every one of them is using a given number of
samples of trajectories with small variations, to give a statistical information about
start and end points of both objects. So, one of the main criteria to know if a given
method is expensive or not is in part given by its number of samples required.

In our case, as we have to compute collision risk between every space object, we
need to have efficient and quick computations, otherwise it could take longer than
real time, which would not be useful. However, we also need to have a precise result
otherwise we would not be able to know when it is necessary to prevent the collision.
Hence, the best way to compute collision risk would be to have a compromise between
both and by computing collision risk only when crossing distance is below a certain
value, to greatly reduce the number of times it is needed to have this risk computed.

Thus, we would start with a cheap calculation of collision probability over every
satellite, where Line Sampling [6] seems to be a good choice, as it is cheaper to
compute than for instance Monte Carlo methods, because there are a lot more
samples to make overall. From there, if the results of the Line Sampling gives a
sufficient probability of collision at a given time step between two space objects,
it could be interesting to use a more precise method and time of intersection to
confirm it, for instance by using Subset Simulation with the Taylor expansion of
the Distance of Close Approach of both objects [6]. By doing this process, we will
have a precise and complete collision probability between each object in LEO for
the whole duration of the simulation.
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4 Results

Figure 4: Example of a complete database
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Figure 4 shows an example of a final database, using the first 100 space objects
(from a total of 20’087) of the whole TLE file given by the query from space-track.org
using the conditions to get LEO objects, as defined in section 2.1. We can see every
column used in the complete implementation of the database :

• Index : The index number of each satellite inside the database.

• Name : The name of the satellite given in its TLE.

• Line 1 : The second line in its TLE.

• Line 2 : The third and last line of its TLE.

• Times : A tuple giving the exact date of the first time-step, and the number
of seconds between each time-step.

• Positions : The M × 3 array of position vectors through time of each object,
where T is the number of time-steps in the whole simulation.

• Velocities : The M × 3 array of velocity vectors through time, giving the
speed and direction of the object at each time-step.

• Nearest : The array of indexes of each nearest approaching neighbour through
the whole simulation.

• NNTimes : The array of the intersection time for each NN given by the
previous column. For instance, the satellite ”EXPLORER 1” will cross the
satellite indexed 7 (”VANGUARD 3”) at the 164th time-step.

• Real Nearest : The array of the names of each nearest approaching neigh-
bour, so that we can have easier insight on both crossing satellites.

• Real NNTimes : The array of exact dates of intersection times, to have more
insight on when a collision might happen.

This database thus contains a lot of information per space object, but is still
pretty efficient to compute collision risks, by minimizing the cost of the catalogue
initialization and updates and also reducing the number of information stored to the
minimum. It is then possible to insert new detected objects, delete or search inside
the database efficiently, while having a regular update possible, to continuously
keep track of collision risks through time. Indeed, it would not be a good idea
to do a simulation for more than the next few days, as space object orbits might
change slightly every day and is updated regularly in public catalogues. Hence,
an initialization of around 2 or 3 days with an update every 5 to 10 hours seem
sufficient.

Such a database gives the tools to improve usual methods and computations of
a lot of domains, starting with collision risks which was the main objective of the
project, but also interactive 3D visualizations, classification and comparison with
newly detected objects, and so on.
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5 Conclusion

In this project we have seen how to build an efficient database to optimize the
computation of collision risk in the case of space objects orbiting in Low Earth Orbit.
We have seen how we can compute and simulate objects in LEO to store inside our
database and that there are multiple possible approaches to build and maintain such
a database. Surprisingly the best one seems to be the ”simplest” way where each
object looks at the whole database at any needed time step, to search its nearest
approaching neighbours.

Then, by using the information of intersection time and relative positions, we are
able to determine between which objects and at what time it is needed to compute
a collision probability. We have seen multiple possible ways to compute it, and
concluded that a mix between multiple methods and granularity seems to be the
most efficient and useful one for our project, because we have a lot of objects and
collision risks to calculate over the whole simulation.

Our model seems to be sufficiently efficient time and memory wise to store all
detected objects in LEO, while also providing an easy access to regular updates and
allowing to get collision risks for every object at any point in time. It could however
be further improved by doing a regression on trajectories, so that they are more ac-
curate and would prevent outlier coordinates that would mess up the calculations.
Further work can also be applied on the implementation of the database, to paral-
lelize it and accelerate the overall computation time of the initialization. Indeed,
the trajectory computations are completely independent from each other and once
they are all computed, every NN search can be independent and thus parallelized
with little effort.
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